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What is UCosmic?

Web-based, open source application providing infrastructure to map global activities and connections throughout an institution thus enabling users to identify assets in pursuit of internationalization objectives
What does U Cosmic help you do?

Manage and display information on complex webs of global connections

Inform campus community, potential partners and the outside world of your institution’s global engagement

Make informed decisions regarding global activities and relationships

Assess effectiveness of global activities and partnerships

House institutional memory

What does U Cosmic Track?

- Institutional Agreements
- Faculty and staff activities
- Faculty expertise
- Alumni abroad (planned)
- Graduate student feeder institutions (planned)
- Corporate engagement (planned)
- International travel (planned)
- And more….
Where does the data come from?

• Existing institutional data sources (personnel records, enrollment data, institutional research, international offices, alumni office, etc.)

• Original data entered by faculty or staff
DRILL DOWN…

FACULTY MODULE
Consortium Members

- The College Board (United States)
- The Institute of International Education (United States)
- Santander Bank / Santander Universities (Spain / United States)
- Beijing Jiaotong University (China)
- Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center (United States)
- City University of New York-Baruch College (United States)
- Clemson University (United States)
- Edinburgh Napier University (Scotland)
- Future University (Egypt)
- Griffith University (Australia)
- Hawaii Pacific University (United States)
- Lehigh University (United States)
- Manipal Education (Antigua, Dubai, India, Malaysia, Nepal)
- State University of New York (United States)
- Universidad San Ignacio de Loyola (Peru)
- University of Cincinnati (United States)
- University of New South Wales (Australia)
- University of the West Indies (Caribbean – 16 Countries)
- University of South Florida (United States)
- University of Wisconsin Milwaukee (United States)
- Western University (Canada)
What’s next?

• Accelerating contributions through adoption of open source development model

• Partnering with experienced incubation entity, Outercurve Foundation, to provide leadership and foster growth through community development

• Join us...the more users and contributors there are, the faster and better it grows

THANK YOU!

sally.crimmins@suny.edu